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Have you ever touched an oil canvas? Have 
you run your fingers up the tree, enjoying its 
shadow? What have you felt ? Let’s relive this 
feelings with our matte MDF panels. 

Matte panels are manufactured by application 
of matte foil to the refined and calibrated MDF. 

The Smooth and textured surface design 
creates a warm, cozy ambience. In our color 
range, we strive to be as close to the natural 
look as possible.  Matte colors are optically 
and haptically veneer like, in close association 
with stone or leather but with a price 
advantage. 

Authenticity is our product’s unique feature. 

Applying these expressive and sensual 
surfaces will create impressive living spaces 
and furniture.
This product finds perfect fit in the kitchens, 
bathrooms, living rooms, bedrooms, hotel 
furniture.

The edge bands are perfectly matched in color 
and texture to the panel decors, as a finishing 
touch for the perfectly designed product.

Matte

gizir.com
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COLORS Matte
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Super Matte is the latest product release from 
Gizir, showing their end-less pursuit to offer 
products in line with newest trends in the 
market. It is processed using a state of the art 
PUR line in a clean room environment. It is 
laid up on a refined and calibrated MDF core 
to ensure a smooth surface.

It gives the material a warm and velvety feeling.
The “soft touch’’  is silky smooth to the touch.  

The muted colors convey an unobtrusive and 
high-quality sense of space.

Super Matte by Gizir offers a very durable panel 
at one of the best price points in the matte 
finish arena.

Super
Matte
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COLORS

S010 | sm white S020 | sm cream S027 | sm mink S028 | sm light grey

S029 | sm new grey S030 | sm desert beige S032 | sm new mink S036 | sm dark grey

S040 | sm black S063 | sm green S064 | sm blue

Super Matte
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UHG is made by laminating a very durable 
decorative foil on a refined calibrated and 
one-sided melamine coated MDF. The printed 
film is ideally suited for lamination of MDF.

Thanks to the wide color range and exciting 
variety of decors and contrasts, UHG meets 
different design requirements in interior 
furniture . 

The homogeneous MDF material as a carrier 
material contributes positively to the properties 
of the high gloss surface and is a cost-effective
solution for your premium ideas. Without taking
protective measures like paiting or any 
time – consuming preparatory work, UHG 
boards are ready for use and easy to process: 
simply cut, edge and use. 

&
‘‘Minimalist Designs

  Touches’’
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Transparent
Protective Foil

Melamine
Paper

PVC
Pet Foil

MDF

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION
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COLORS Ultra High Gloss
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6010 | white 6020 | cream 6025 | cappuccino6015 | new bianco 6027 | mink 6030 | red 6035 | grey 6040 | black

6107 | white larice 6108 | black larice6095 | parliament6085 | fuchsia 6086 | dark pink 6090 | brown

6050 | orange 6055 | yellow 6060 | green 6062 | dark turquise6061 | turquise 6070 | violet 6075 | purple 6080 | claret red

6100 | zebrano 6101 | horizontal zebrano

6135 | milano walnut

6104 | bamboo6102 | imperia 6103 | oregon walnut 6109 | terra latte

6116 | new white maple 6117 | white oak 6118 | antique light6115 | white maple 6119 | modena 6120 | olive

6114 | oak cankut

6130 | dark olive6125 | german oak
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COLORS Ultra High Gloss
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6145 | metallic elm6046 | new anthracite

6162 | white galaxy

6153 | white �ower 6159 | white glob6146 | granite 6158 | white pearl6157 | black pearl 6185 | cappuccino pearl

6169 | parabolic white  6176 | black gold wave 6177 | white gold wave 6179 | white narcissus 6180 | black leaf 6181 | white leaf 6183 | pearl matrix

6184 | rose matrix 6240 | black sparkle 6290 | brown sparkle6194 | antique bronze 6220 | cream sparkle6210 | white sparkle 6189 | honeymist sparkle6195 | kenya silver
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6410 | metallic white 6435 | metallic grey6370 | gold inox

6187 | linen terra6186 | linen beige 6197 | linen white 6198 | linen grey 6199 | dark linen 6200 | light linen 6170 | inox 6270 | new metallic inox




